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Abstract—There will be an estimated 35 zettabytes (35×1021 )
of digital records worldwide by the year 2020. This effectively
amounts to privacy management on an ultra-large-scale. In this
briefing, we discuss the privacy challenges posed by such an ultralarge-scale ecosystem - we term this “Privacy in the Large”.
We will contrast existing approaches to privacy management,
reflect on their strengths and limitations in this regard and outline
key software engineering research and practice challenges to be
addressed in the future.

I. I NTRODUCTION TO THE T OPIC AND R ELEVANCE TO
S OFTWARE E NGINEERING C OMMUNITY
User data and personal information is shared and exists in
a complex ecosystem that is not just limited to large-scale
online social networks but also includes a wide range of other
social activities, e.g., social search; social shopping; locationbased access; and usage of cloud services, etc. (collectively
referred to as online social media). There will be an estimated
35 zettabytes (35×1021 ) of digital records worldwide by the
year 2020. This effectively amounts to privacy management
on an ultra-large-scale. Software engineers are modelling and
developing such systems on a regular basis – these systems are
increasingly more and more open and handle large amounts
of personal or other sensitive data. Hence, software engineers
and the tools and techniques at their disposal must address the
privacy in-the-large needs inherent to such systems.
This technical briefing provides a synthesis of the state-ofthe-art techniques in software engineering and some related
technologies that can aid software engineers in tackling privacy in-the-large. At the same time, the briefing also highlights
the new frontier presented by these ultra-large-scale settings
and key software engineering research and practice challenges
to be addressed in the future. Researchers will benefit from a
synthesis of the state-of-the-art in this area while practitioners
will benefit from an overview of the existing set of tools
and techniques at their disposal as well as their maturity
with regards to handling these challenges. Both audiences will
benefit from discussion of open problems and the challenges
as well as the opportunities they present for next generation
software engineering approaches.
II. T OPICS TO BE COVERED IN THE B RIEFING
Although software engineering research has produced impressive results over the past years, new major trends in
information technology lead to an amplification of existing

challenges as well as the emergence of novel challenges. The
massive collection, processing and dissemination of information in hyper-connected settings have led to privacy concerns
regarding potential individual and societal harms. To curb
these concerns, significant effort has been put into the research
and development of privacy enhancing software engineering
tools and approaches. The technical briefing will discuss key
software engineering challenges posed by privacy in-the-large
and relevant approaches from four different perspectives:
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Privacy from the Perspective of Compliance: Increasingly,
regulations in Europe and the US are governing the use and
disclosure of user information in both industry and government. If an organisation uses, processes or stores personal
information, then it is obligated to comply with the laws and
regulations prescribed for that specific domain. In Europe, for
instance, the EU’s Data Protection Directive requires organisations that handle user information, e.g., web service providers,
to comply with seven principles – Notice, Purpose, Consent,
Security, Disclosure, Access, and Accountability – that govern
the protection of personal data. This presents a variety of challenges to the business practices of organisations that handle
user data. This part of the briefing will present research efforts
that have focused on ensuring software system compliance
by deriving privacy requirements from regulatory documents.
Examples of such approaches include those that focus on
eliciting and analysing requirements that are necessary to
develop systems, such as health-care, hotel management, etc.,
which are data protection legislation compliant [1], [2], [3].
Whereas, other approaches focus on expressing traceability
relationships between various software entities such as legal
documents, and source code [4], [5].
Privacy from the Perspective of Access Control: The access
control perspective of privacy dictates solutions that prevent
abuses of data that is being collected. There has been a wide
range of tools and mechanisms that provide access control for
individuals and service providers by defining detailed rules to
govern access to personal information. These include privacy
enhancing technologies such as anonymity and anonymisers [6], differential privacy [7] and privacy-preserving data

publishing [8]. This part of the briefing will discuss such
approaches and their effectiveness or otherwise with regards
to privacy in-the-large.
Privacy from the Perspective of Verification: In general
terms, verification is a process of establishing the truth,
accuracy, or validity of something. From the perspective of
privacy, verification is primarily directed at the process of
checking that a software system, namely one that handles
personal data, meets certain specifications or rules and that
it fulfils its intended purpose. This part of the briefing will
cover various approaches to formally modelling and exploring
system models to verify privacy properties. Some examples
include model checkers and model-based approaches [9],
[10], [11]. They innovate by applying formal methods for
verification of security and privacy properties which enhances
software reliability thereby, increasing the usability of systems
that employ them.
Privacy from the Perspective of Usability: This perspective
focuses on research in terms of usability and interaction –
how privacy solutions are perceived in a user context. This
part of the briefing will cover research at the boundary of
software engineering and human-computer interaction (HCI)
to improve comprehensibility and usability of privacy preserving mechanisms. Usability researchers focus on the evaluation
and understanding of user behaviours, needs, and motivations
through observation techniques, and analysis of usability problems of existing privacy solutions. This perspective covers
a wide spectrum which includes user studies on privacy
perceptions [12], [13], privacy breaches in social media [14],
and improvement of user awareness [15].
Future Challenges and Opportunities: The briefing will be
concluded with a synthesis of the above four perspectives
leading to open challenges to be addressed by software engineering research and practice. Examples of such future challenges include: privacy policy formulation and enforcement in
complex topologies that crosscut platform, system and organisational boundaries; real-time compliance monitoring; access
control models for partially-trusted information eco-systems;
and development of privacy-preserving software architectures
for data mining and analytics.
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